
Version 30.5(131) changes

Utah controlled substance report•
Utah controlled substance reporting ability has now been added.

Tree displays•
Many screens with the tree (row and column) display, such as select doctor,
patient, and drug have had several options added. Some of the displays already
had some of the features, but the new features handle this much better. To
access these new features, right click on the tree and select one of the following
options.

Search all text: This will find text, whole or partial words, anywhere in the tree.1.
This may also be accessed by pressing the control key and f (^f).
Search this column's text: This will find text, whole or partial words, anywhere2.
in the column of the tree that was clicked.
Print ALL pages: This will print all pages of the tree. Since the tree may have3.
many rows, be sure you want to print the entire tree. This may also be
accessed by clicking the printer icon in the top right portion of the screen.
Increase text font size: This will increase the font size each time it is clicked.4.
This may also be accessed by clicking the magnifying glass with the green
plus sign in the top right portion of the screen.
Decrease text font size: This will decrease the font size each time it is clicked.5.
This may also be accessed by clicking the magnifying glass with the red
minus sign in the top right portion of the screen.
Reset text font size: This will reset the text font size to its original size if you6.
decide you don't like the size it is.
Reset tree configuration: You may reset the column order of the tree to its7.
original order if you decide you don't like the current order.

There are two options that do not show up in the drop down menu you get by
right clicking.

You may move columns around so you can see the information you most1.
often use simply by left clicking on the column header and dragging it left or
right. This is exactly as in any window program.
You may maximize the screen by clicking the maximize button in the very2.
upper right corner of the screen next to the red X. If you click it again it will
normalize (change back to the original size).

All of the above options are specific to the user that logged on so that each user
can set them like they like. The options are now stored automatically when you
exit the screen.

Internal changes to software•
Many changes this month have been made that will not be seen by the user. This



usually involves changes required for claims, etc.


